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No 1 - Scale and triad of d-minor
No. 1a
D minor is the relative minor of F major, in which the only black key is bflat. Here however in stead of C, the C-sharp is the leading-note to D. Play
it staccato: finger-staccato! This is also a good preliminary exercise to no.
3.
No. 1b
This is a similar variation of the scale as in lesson 5. Make a clear accent
on each first triplet-note. These accentuated notes provide the ‘melody’ of
the scale. Play several octaves again and for the first note of each triplet
group follow the fingering of the ‘normal’ scale.
No. 1c
The triad has only white keys. The word ‘triad’ implies 3 notes (one note
occurs twice). Note the inversions. (The 2nd note of each group becomes
the 1st of the next group).

No. 2 - Duvernoy: Etude
This etude will not sound musical, if you play ‘note by note’. Instead play
note-groups. In ascending passages, you make a crescendo, and in
descending passages you should make a decrescendo.
Reading ahead is necessary here; you should always be prepared for what
is coming. To help you play the piece fluently use the rhythmical variations
here, such as:

which we also gave you in earlier lessons.
You could also reverse the long-short rhythm (hop-figure), so that it
becomes short-long, with the accent on the short notes:
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Besides these you could use the variations we applied to the
scales. Wherever appropriate, make a game of performing such etudes, in
as many ways as possible. Invent new ways of playing them yourself. That
is real practice!
The rhythm of the last three bars requires some extra attention. You play
a chord only on the first beat. Don’t just stop the sound when you feel like
it, but make sure of being accurate here as throughout the piece, and count
aloud in bar 19, being careful that the following bars also last four whole
beats each.
Don’t forget to observe the pauses, and the accents in these chords.

No 3 - Gossec Gavotte
In this dance there is a lot of staccato playing. The left-hand part should be
played staccato throughout, with a relaxed wrist. Play the chords in
between the beats, in particular, very lightly.
The right-hand part is nearly all staccato. Some notes, however, have no
staccato-dot and therefore should not sound short. In bar 2 for example
you play the first two notes staccato, but the 3rd one on beat 2 should be
continued for the full half beat as indicated.
In bar 13 pairs of notes are connected by slurs. At the end of each slur the
hand comes up, so that in between the slurs there are short silences.
One beat in this piece lasts approximately as long as an average pulse-beat.
The left hand has two notes per beat while the right often has four. The
point is to play everything very lightly and gracefully and, eventually, fairly
quickly, without, however, making a hurried impression, You cannot ‘creep’
from one key to another with your fingers, since this makes it impossible
to produce the short movements which are necessary for the sharp touch
required.
While playing the staccato-notes for the right hand you should keep your
arm still and your hand close to the keys. The fingers alone should do the
work, with short, sharp taps: finger-staccato.
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If you cannot keep up the tempo of one beat per pulse-beat as yet without
faltering, play just a little more slowly, so that you can pay attention to the
most important things: good tone and clear articulation.
Your musical feeling does not show in the number of notes you play in a
minute, but in the way you play them.

FRANÇOIS JOSEPH GOSSEC (1734 – 1829)
This Belgian composer lived from 1734 - 1829.
He composed symphonies, chamber-music
(this is music for small ‘chamber-orchestras’),
oratorios and operas.
In this connection we should like to make
clear, in short, the difference between an
oratorio and an opera. Though in both there
is a story - a plot, if you like - sung to a text
by
singers,
with
an
orchestral
accompaniment, oratorios are written for
concert-style performance in a concert-hall or
church, whereas operas are acted out by the
performers on a theatrical stage.

No. 4 - Gurlitt: Sonatina-movement
This sonatina-movement should not be played too slowly. Try to produce a
feeling of connection between the notes and to hear each phrase as a unit.
One of the most important factors here is the correct rhythm.
In bars 1 and 2 you get a syncopated effect, since the 2nd and 3rd melodynotes are played earlier than expected; on beat 3 instead of on beat 1 of
the next bar. The accent normally made on a note on beat 1, is now on the
preceding beat. You will of course, understand that the whole effect will be
spoiled if you count the time incorrectly. Make sure that each bar has
exactly three beats!
Note the volume-indications. Although the notes of bars 1-4 are the same
as those of bars 9-12 the latter should sound different because they are
louder (mf).
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In music the pulse-beat is often used as a tempo-indication, because this
is about the same for all adults when resting, about 70 beats per minute,
which is just little faster than 1 per second. The tempo of your pulse-beat
is about the same here as that of the whole beats of this piece.

How to make up an accompaniment for yourself
You may have tried to improvise an accompaniment to a song for yourself.
Some people can do this quite easily by ear, others don’t even know how
to start, or else get stuck at a certain point and can’t go on. Below we give
you some brief directions. For a start try something very simple such as a
nursery song or a simple folksong.
First of all, you must find the fundamental note of the melody (usually the
last note of the tune - you should get a feeling of arriving ‘home’). This
home note, or fundamental note, is the do of the scale. You may find it
easier to hum the tune first, then, still humming this home note, find it on
the piano. After hitting several keys, you will soon find the home note which
you are singing. When you have found the home note, decide whether your
tune starts on that home note, or not (very often it doesn’t, though it will
always end on the home note).
Your home note gives you your scale. Before trying to work out the
accompanying chords, play the scale and then number each note according
to the degrees of the scale (starting on one and ending on eight.) Note in
particular the 1st, fourth and fifth degrees of the scale as these will form
the bass of your accompaniment chords.
If you find it difficult to remember the notes you used when playing the
melody, you could write them down, phrase by phrase, in Klavar notation.
Our first example is the nursery song “Baa, Baa, Black Sheep”. In this song
we start on the home note in the scale of C major.

Now the accompaniment
Although the melody of a song often starts with a note other than the
fundamental one, you can take it as a rule that the first complete bar is
always the chord of the fundamental, or home note.
In this case, the first chord will be the chord of C major (the 1st, 3rd and
5th notes of that scale). Play this now and see how it sounds. To start with
you can strike the chord once or twice per bar.
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Bar 2. Here again the C chord is satisfactory. In bar 3 however, you will
hear that the C-chord does not sound right. The notes of the chord starting
on the 4th note of the C major scale will sound much better, (that is the
alternate notes, using F as a bass).
Bar 4 the C chord is more appropriate.
Bar 5 neither the chord of the fundamental note, nor the chord of the fourth
note sounds quite right and so we can use another chord, starting on the
fifth note of your C major scale.
With these three chords, you can accompany this whole song and, in
general, many other melodies. (Sometimes you need only two chords - the
one on the home note and the one on the fifth note. The three most useful
chords then are:
- the chord on the fundamental (or home) note called the TONIC (T)
- the chord on the fourth note called the SUB-DOMINANT (S) *)
- the chord on the fifth note called the DOMINANT (D) *)
This applies to each key (or scale)

First and foremost, then, you must decide which is your home note. This
gives you your scale from which you can find your fourth and fifth notes.
Using this fourth or fifth note as the bass of the alternate notes which
produce the Sub-dominant or Dominant chord you can then decide which
of these three chords are most likely to fit in with the melody note
(remember that the melody note must be the same as one of the notes in
your chosen chord!)
In our song “Baa Baa Black Sheep” we have indicated by the letters T, S,
and D whether the chord is based on the Tonic, Sub-dominant or Dominant
To start with just place your left hand 5th finger on T. S. or D and add
alternate notes (keeping true to your chosen scale).
Later on, you can play these chords using inversions (see lesson 41). It is
always best to keep your left-hand accompaniment as smooth as possible.
Therefore, it is better to play a mixture of root position and inversions so
that the bass note does not have too many jumps in it (see below).
You can write your accompaniment down if you prefer, but it is better if you
only write down your melody and then the letters T S or D, wherever
appropriate to indicate the left-hand chord. Using the bass note of the
chosen chord you can then play the alternate notes above this bass note
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from memory. You will find that, since you need not look at music when
you are playing ‘by ear’ you can allow yourself to look at the keyboard. In
this way you will be able to see that in the scale of C for instance, the
melody note F will only fit in with the Subdominant chord.
The accompaniment can be played as ‘solid’ chords like this:

or as broken chords. They may be played in various patterns such as:

or:

Try experimenting with various ways of playing one chord and see how the
mood of the tune can be affected.
*) Dominant means ruling. After the fundamental note (tonic) the fifth note
(dominant) is the most important one in the scale. Sub-dominant (= under
the dominant) is the fifth note from the fundamental tone, going
downwards. Just work it out for yourself. In the scale of C, F is the fifth
note going down from C. Going upwards F is the fourth note. The subdominant is the next most important note after the dominant.
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No. 1 - Pedal exercises (right pedal)
At the end of this lesson you can read how it is that after releasing a key
the tone will continue if you have pressed the right-hand pedal in advance.
The correct use of the pedal is a very important part of fine piano playing.
We write on purpose: the correct use, for the first rule is:

IT IS BETTER NOT TO USE THE PEDAL AT ALL THAN TO USE IT
INCORRECTLY.
If you do not study the exercises in this lesson very thoroughly, you had
better not use the pedal in your playing. But this will not be your intention
of course.
Use of the pedal should mainly be based on automatic movements. An
experienced player cannot pay attention constantly to the pressing and
releasing of the pedal. These movements should become automatically.
This is only possible if you practise very slowly and in the correct way in
the beginning. This is the reason we give these exercises.

No. 1a - Playing legato with the pedal
In no. 1a you must play the tones e and f legato, but not by using different
fingers. You strike both keys with the same finger so that you can check if
you use the pedal in the correct way. Without the pedal, a short interruption
would be heard; with the pedal this is not so, and you must listen to hear
if these tones sound legato.
The pedal is pressed with the front part of the foot; the heel remains on
the floor. When the pedal is up, the foot remains in touch with the pedal,
so that you do not slam it down the next time.
The pressing down of the pedal is indicated by the symbol:
the releasing of it with a big rest:
Note that you press the pedal down as far as you can and that you release
it as high as possible.
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The working-method is as follows:
bar 1:

bar 2:

bar 1:

beat 1:

strike the e-key (pedal is up)

beat 2:

press the pedal

beat 3:

release the e-key

beat 1:

strike the f-key; at the same time the pedal goes up

beat 2:

press the pedal

beat 3:

release the f-key

beat 1: strike the e-key; at the same time the pedal goes up,
and so on. Repeat this many times and count at the same time

No. 1b is about the same, but now for two hands; so, there is less attention
available for the pedal.
1. See that with each new touch the pedal is simultaneously released,
so that the preceding tone is muted. (If the pedal were to remain
down, the preceding notes would be continued. If the pedal were
released before the touch, the notes would not sound legato).
With each touch two contrary movements take place: the keys are pressed
down, and the pedal comes up. This going together of the two movements:
hand down
foot up
forms the greatest difficulty for pedal-use and you should therefore pay
ample attention to this.
2. After the touch, when the keys are still down, you also press the pedal.
3. Then when you release the keys; the pedal, still down, cause the
tones to continue.
All these movements should be made on the beats of the bar, as in exercise
1a, and listen carefully for a good legato.

No. 1c shows an extensive way of application with chords, as it occurs in
practice. Playing legato with the fingers alone is impossible here. The rests
(pedal) as in the previous exercises, are left out here: it is self-evident that
for playing the chords the hands must be shifted. (The notes for the left
hand can be joined together by the fingers).
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Play this exercise many times with the pedal, as described in 1a and 1b.
After that we are going to play a little differently.
You may have noticed already that it is not important when you release a
key, as long as the pedal is down. (The tone will continue anyway!) In all
these exercises you released the keys on beat 3, but you can do this a little
later, e.g. halfway through beat 3.
Just try this.
Now we shall also alter the moment we press the pedal: not on beat 2 this
time, but halfway between beats 1 and 2. To do this, you must try to press
the pedal down again as quickly as possible after releasing it. This is the
way in which playing the pedal is applied:
a. as your fingers strike the keys down, the pedal comes up; (to mute the
preceding tones)
b. it immediately goes down again; (to make the new tones continue).
So, the pedal is pressed down each time, a little after pressing down the
keys. To indicate this one writes (for the sake of brevity) only the pedalsymbol on the level of the notes to be played, where the pedal is to be
changed. (With changing of the pedal, we mean: release the pedal and
immediately press it down again).
This way of playing the pedal should be practised until you do everything
correctly without having to think: when the fingers press down, pedal up,
and immediately down again.

No. 2 - Curlitt: In der Kirche (In church)
In this piece, almost like a choral, to be played in very quiet tempo, you
see the pedal-symbols to each chord where you change pedal. It is
absolutely necessary that you use the pedal in the correct way here.
Release it while you strike the chord with your fingers and after a little while
press the pedal down again.
This is a thing which can only be mastered if you do it correctly from the
beginning. If you do not master the preceding exercises, do not go on with
using the pedal, but first play the piece without pedal. When you master
the exercises of no. 1 you can play this piece and the following ones with
the pedal.
For convenience we press the pedal down after each touch. There are some
bars in which the pedal could remain down during some chords, but we
shall explain this later on. Now only concentrate on a correct combination
4
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of the movements of hands and feet. In this way you will get the necessary,
automatically correct act in the end.
Important! The pedal does not make joining of notes with the fingers
superfluous. Do not imagine you can now ignore correct fingering because
the pedal ‘does the job’. The pedal may not be used in every piece of music
or not in all passages of a piece. Playing legato with the fingers remains an
important part of your playing technique. So, in music where the pedal will
ultimately be used, first practise without touching it.

No. 3 - Etude
In this etude groups of four notes have been split between both hands. The
point is to play these four notes in such a way that no interruption is heard
between the notes for the left hand and the right. Each time there should
be one fluent movement, as if you were playing with one hand.
Also play the etude slowly so that you can recognize the chords formed by
the groups of four notes and play them faultlessly. Later on, you can
increase the tempo a little, but even then, you should now and then play
slowly and attentively. After that you can play much easier in quicker tempo.
At the top of the stave you see the abbreviation ‘legg.’ of ‘leggiero’, the
indication for light, and little emphatic playing, which you learnt in lesson
53. So, this is the way of playing you must apply in this piece. Give an
accent on each first note of the groups of four (the bass-note of the chord).
It will sound more melodiously in this way.
You see that this piece is provided with pedal symbols again. In this case,
however, it is not absolutely necessary to use the pedal to join the notes
together. This can be done here by the fingers alone. So first practise the
piece without pedal, until you are sure that your playing-technique is
correct.
When you use the pedal here it is only to make the tone richer, caused by
all sorts of strings which vibrate in the piano (see the back-page of this
lesson).
In bar 1, after striking the first note, you press the pedal down at once.
Note: not after the 2nd note, for in that case the bass-note (which is so
important) is not continued.
The pedal-symbol indicates that in bar 1 the pedal should remain down
during the first two beats, for on the second beat you play the same chord
as on beat 1.
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On beat 3 there is a new (a different) chord; here the previous chord should
be muted; so, change pedal. Exactly on beat 3, when you play f, the pedal
comes up; immediately after that it is pressed down again, before you play
a-flat.
In the same way pedal is changed on beat 4 and on beat 1 of the next bar.
In this bar you keep repeating the same chord: the pedal remains down.
Further see for yourself how, with each new chord, there is a pedal-symbol.
Each change of chord entails a change of pedal. Practise this slowly and
exactly! Be careful that while changing there is no interruption in your
playing and that no tones from another, preceding chord are continued.

No. 4 - Zipoli: Fughetta
This is a work in polyphonic style, so there is no leading melody with an
accompaniment, but there are equal parts. You played polyphonic music in
this course before. In lesson 43, e.g. a canon, in which different parts have
the same melody, but which start one after another.
In a fugue something like this is the case: one part starts and plays the
‘fugue-theme’. The same theme is started a little later by another part, and
in a fugue consisting of 3 parts, the third part is started a little later again.
There are even fugues consisting of 4 or 5 parts. You understand of course
that the latter require great proficiency of playing to make all these parts
clear. But the fugue also makes high demands on the composer who has
to make a nice concord of all these parts.
For a little, not very intricate fugue, the name ‘fughetta’ is mostly used.
The characteristic of a fugue (and also of a fughetta) is that the fuguetheme is started on a different note each time, mostly one fifth higher each
time, or one fourth lower. You will see it in this fughetta; in bar 1 the theme
is started with E; after 3 bars the second part joins in, with the same theme,
now one fourth lower: with B (left hand). The first part goes on in the
meantime with a counterpart; a ‘pattern’ of parts develops. In bar 12 the
theme is again started on E, so lower again, accordingly in bar 17 and after
that with a change, in bar 26.
You probably have to get used to this sort of music, unless you have
listened to polyphonic music before. Play this piece with close attention; by
doing so you will get a better ear for music with more parts by great
composers like Bach and Handel and you will learn to value and appreciate
this music.
This is an example of a piece of music in which pedal-use is not only
superfluous but also dangerous. If you use the pedal here, there is a big
chance that the course of the various parts will get muddled.
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To let these parts remain clear, it is important that you start the fuguetheme clearly each time. To remind you of this we indicated with arrows
where the fugue-theme starts each time in the music. Special attention is
required for playing these with the left hand.
Another important point is the articulation. Since we have to use our brains
to see through the structure of a polyphonic piece like this and to play it
correctly, it is often forgotten that musical feeling should also play a part.
Even a fugue may sound cheerful and playful and should not be presented
as a sort of dull puzzle. So, practise the notes thoroughly but also be careful
that they sound like music in your ears.
Pay special attention to the slurs and dots. Start the theme in a cheerful
and radiant way. The expression ‘energico’ indicates this: energetic, strong
(strong finger-movements!) The theme starts with an ascending ‘passage’,
so some crescendo will do very well there. Play the last note on beat 3 very
short. In bar 2 the two first notes are joined to each other, while the second
one is played very short again. The following note on beat 3 is played
staccato too. Play the following beginnings of the theme in exactly the same
way.
In connection with the performance and also to get the parts in your mind,
you should practise each hand separately, especially the left one. In bar 27
the left hand plays two parts. One note, B, lasts for the whole bar, and the
same hand also plays a note on each beat. Follow the articulationindications which are written on the right of these notes (slur and dots).
In conclusion we should like to draw your attention to the two parts for the
right hand, in the two last bars. The highest notes can be considered as a
leading part; play them legato, so: join in bar 29 F-sharp on beat 1 to a.
halfway through beat 3, etc. In the last bar E, which is started op beat 1,
should be clearly continued, also while you are playing the notes on beats
2 and 3 a little more softly.
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The working of the right pedal
You will probably understand the indications in connection with pedaluse better if you know something about the working of this pedal. You
will also be able to decide for yourself later on where and when you can
best apply the pedal. For in most music you order from the catalogue,
pedal-use is not indicated. The player should be able to look after this
himself. If you study the indications in this course carefully, and follow
then closely, you should have no difficulties later on.
If you have looked in your piano, you have probably seen that against
all the strings in the piano (except perhaps the highest and the lowest)
there is a felt damper. In position of rest all the strings are damped. They
cannot produce a sound, neither vibrate with other strings.
When you press down a key, its damper is lifted from the string and
immediately a felt hammer is struck against the string. The hammer falls
back again after striking, the string vibrates (sounds) as long as we keep
the key down. If we release the key the damper falls automatically
against the string and the tone will cease.
When we press the right-hand pedal, all dampers are lifted from the
strings at the same time. If we now release the key the damper does not
fall against the string and the tone is continued until we release the
pedal. The pedal serves to make the tones continue, without our having
to press down the keys. If we use the pedal in this way, we call this the
sustaining-pedal. For we use it to join successive tones (and chords)
together.
The right pedal has a second function, however: it makes the tone richer.
It influences the sound. This requires further information.

Resonance
A piano-tone starts by the vibration of a string. If close to it there is a
similar string of the same length, it is easily caused to vibrate or resonate;
we call this ‘resonance’.
Not only a string of the same length joins in, but also a string which is twice
as long, or 1 1/2 times as long, or half as long. Even a photo-frame or a
windowpane can sometimes vibrate with a certain piano-string, which is
very annoying of course.
When we lift all the dampers from the strings at the same time with the
right pedal and we strike a tone, a great number of strings will vibrate in
8
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the piano, one strongly, another less strongly. Some vibrating strings
produce their own tone, others a harmonically related tone.
Apart from the tone we struck (which dominates), we also hear in a case
like that a great number of other harmonic tones. This has the result that
the tone becomes louder and will have a richer timbre (= sound).
No wonder that it is very attractive to use the right pedal as much as
possible. Big dangers are connected with this, however. While a judicious
use of the pedal contributes a lot to make piano-playing more beautiful, an
incorrect use will lead to a confused mass of sounds, in which many details
get lost.

Important!
The art of pedal-use is not in the first place to press the pedal down in time,
but to release the pedal at the right moment. In other words: to damp the
tones, which must not sound together with the ones you are about to strike,
in time. If we neglect to release the pedal in time, all tones will continue
until they die away by themselves, and with a piano this may last quite a
while - especially with a good one. All sorts of tones which do hot belong
together, will mix and beautiful playing is out of the question. Therefore:
study the pedal-exercises of this lesson thoroughly and repeat them again
later on.
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No. 1 - Melodic minor scale of a
The minor scales you have played so far all belonged to the group of
harmonic minor scales. For there are also other sorts of minor scales, which
have the typical minor third at the beginning, but also some notes different
from those of the ‘harmonic’ minor.
You will remember that these harmonic minor scales were derived from the
la-scale, with the 7th note raised a half tone in order to acquire the leading
note (see lesson 45). In that way an interval of tones is created in between
the 6th note and the 7th. In singing this difficult interval sometimes created
problems.
Another form of minor scale was developed, in which the 6th tone was also
raised a half interval, so that the interval of 1 1 /2 tones was decreased to
one whole tone. This is called the melodic minor scale. The second half of
this scale will be seen to be fully in accordance with the second half of the
major scale on the same note.
In the pattern below you see the various forms of minor scales in notes. In
the descending direction the original tones of the la-scale are played again
in the melodic minor (since no leading tone is necessary). So, this is a scale
which differs according to whether it is going up or down.
La-scale
Harmonic minor
Melodic minor (ascending)
In this lesson you see the melodic minor scale of ‘A’, written out over one
octave. Don’t forget to play it over more octaves than this, as usual always
when going up the keyboard using the black keys and when going down
only the white.
A good exercise to help make your playing fine and controlled is to play
scales with a crescendo. When you play them over one octave you start
softly and at the end of the octave the volume should have grown to forte.
When going down you make a decrescendo back to the original volume.
When you play the scales over 2 or more octaves, the crescendo should be
produced even more gradually, again so as to reach the maximum volume
just as you start to go down again. Try to listen critically for whether there
are notes which sound too loudly or too softly all of a sudden.
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No. 2 - Robert Schumann: Little Study
This piece is from Schumann’s “Album for the Young” and it consists entirely
of broken chords. Notice the left hand moves up the keyboard while the
right hand moves down. The highest note of each bar (first note in right
hand) can be considered as a melody note. These should therefore be
emphasized a little, so that they form a melody. These melody notes should
not be over-emphasized, however, as they occur on the half bar.
Although the volume is indicated as piano (softly) you could bring some
tension into the music by making a slow crescendo when the melody rises,
and a decrescendo when it descends. While playing you may, yourself, have
felt that in bar 16 you should slow down a little, as if in expectation of the
opening theme which is repeated from bar 17.
Again, practise the piece without pedal at first, and very slowly, so that
there are no moments when the rhythmic flow is halted (particularly when
your hands change over from one to the other). Breath deeply, and keep
your arms relaxed (they should hang from a relaxed shoulder never pull
your shoulders up or ‘hug’ your elbows into your waist.) All your
movements should be supple. Remember RELAXATION STARTS WITH
YOUR JAW (don’t grind your teeth!) AND ENDS WITH YOUR TOES (don’t
curl them under!)
Bar 31 can best be practised separately using the second half of bar 30
(right hand) to lead into it.
IN ORDER TO AVOID EITHER HAND BEING LATE, ALWAYS PLAY THE LAST
NOTE OF EACH GROUP AS IF IT WERE A SPRINGBOARD SO THAT YOUR
HAND MOVES SIDEWAYS TOWARDS THE NEXT NOTE.
Practise jumping from the left-hand thumb down to the left-hand 5th finger
and from the right-hand thumb up to the right-hand 5th.
Now we are going to play with the pedal. In each bar you are playing notes
belonging to the same chord, so the pedal can remain down for the whole
bar. The pedal should be released (raised) at the same instant that you feel
your left-hand 5th finger is securely resting on the key-bed. This will mute
(or erase) the previous sounds. The pedal must be depressed again before
you take your left-hand finger off the key (otherwise you won’t ‘catch’ the
bass note). In every bar then, you raise-and-depress the pedal (with a
‘flicking’ movement of the right foot) on that left-hand 5th finger. KEEP
LISTENING so that you always ‘catch’ your bass note.
Practice slowly at first; then, when your ‘flick’ movement is virtually
automatic (but never ‘unconscious’) increase the speed. Make sure that all
the details of your performance are just as accurate as when you play
slowly. Speed should never be your first consideration - aim at a musically
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interesting accurate performance first, and then speed will come with
practice.
See to it that the piece does not sound ‘heavy’; it should be ‘dolce’ (sweetly)
so play softly but allow the melody-notes to be heard clearly.

No 3 - Schytte: Etude
This is an Etude with a treacherous left hand part because the first note of
each bar must be continued until the start of the next bar (in other words:
notice the continuation dots (which should not be confused with staccato
dots). Note that STACCATO DOTS are written so:
or so
while continuation dots are written so:
Practice the left hand separately giving plenty of arm-weight to the first
beat; then make the left hand chords a very light staccato (lean on the
outside edge of your left hand) then ‘walk’ onto each bar-line note. In other
words, lean on your 5th whilst playing staccato chords; then ‘walk’ onto
your 4th finger and lean on this whilst playing chords; etc. Be particularly
careful when playing with both hands together, that you still keep these
left-hand bass notes sounding. They form a ‘bass-melody’.
In bar 7 the chords should be played gently but held down as long as
possible.
The left-hand accompaniment is, of course, softer than the right-hand
melody. Notice here how the melody consists of short notes running
towards the longer notes on the first beat. Notice the rests at the end of
each phrase (take a breath before starting each phrase). USE NO PEDAL,
otherwise the right-hand next-door notes will sound blurred.

No. 4 – Carl Millöcker: Mazurka
The mazurka was originally a Polish dance in 3-beat time. In the typical
construction of a mazurka there is often an accent on the second or third
beat of the bar. In this mazurka you get a delightfully unexpected rhythm
because the accents do not occur regularly. Note the accent symbols
carefully and keep the other beats (in particular the normally accentuated
1st beats) as light as possible.
Play this piece as if you were performing it to a friend who will expect the
accents to be in the usual place - however, have fun and keep him guessing!
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In this piece you must learn some new musical expressions:
2da volta is the abbreviation of ‘seconda volta’ = second time.
8va is an abbreviation of ottava = octave. This indicates that the section so
marked must be played one octave higher than is written. Here, this applies
when you play this section for the second time. In other words, the first
time you play the section as written: the second time (after bar 16) you
play the right hand one octave higher (bars 1 - 4).
loco (bar 5) means that you must start playing again as written: loco = in
the (original) place.
Bar 9 The right hand is played one octave higher (second time only).
Bar 17 (which follows bar 9 once you have repeated the section bars 1-9)
is played as written (in the same place-loco).
HERE IS A PLAN of how to play the repeats and whereabouts:
Bars 1 to end of bar 16 play as written. (Note repeat marks - dots outside
stave.
Repeat Bars 1 - end of 4 and play one octave higher in the right hand.
Bars 5 - end of 8 play as written.
Bar 9 play one octave higher in the right hand.
Bar 9 leads straight into bar 17: as written.
Bar 17 to end as written.
Undoubtedly, the greatest problem in this piece lies in the many jumps. Try
to MEMORISE the bars in question so that you can WATCH YOUR HANDS.
Practise each jump over and over again (hands separately) making a
mental note of the distance. To start with watch the jump in question, then
close your eyes and see the jump in your “mind’s eye”. This is not as
difficult as it sounds and can be applied to all sorts of difficult phrases (it
helps the pattern to stick in your mind). Practising jumps with eyes closed
helps you to estimate jumps in general. This means that, when sight
reading, you will be able to keep your eyes on the paper. However, when
you are studying a piece with the intention of playing it as accurately as
possible and with a minimum of anxiety, it is perfectly justifiable to look at
your hands since (provided you have memorised the passage) you do not
need to continue looking at the music in order to be reminded of what is
coming.
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Take care to play the ‘hopping’ figure so that the short note occurs just
before the long one (rather like a grace note, or anacrusis), like this:

Try to avoid this rather sluggish rhythm:

In the first diagram you will see how the short note is only worth a 1/4 of
a beat (therefore it occurs later than it would do if it were worth 1/3 of a
beat - as in the second diagram).
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No. 1 Scale of e, Melodic Minor
You should play this scale over several octaves as usual: and with accents
every 2, 3, 4 or 5 notes depending on the number of octaves. The ‘hopping’
figure is very useful as a rhythmic variation. When you are playing this
Melodic Minor scale by ear, remember that the scale is different when
descending.

No. 2 - Annie Laurie
The important thing in this song is to play it in correct time. It is important
to give the whole beats their full due. Note the continuation dots.
In the first two bars for instance, you will find a bass-melody exists: notes
for the left hand which last two beats each. Try to join these notes as much
as possible. In bar 9 beat 4 left hand you cannot, of course, continue to
hold down the G which you played on beat 3 with your 5th finger, so this
continuation dot can only be observed by ‘catching’ the note with the right
pedal.
In bar 4 there are continuation dots for the right hand. Here the leading
melody is formed by the highest notes. So, don’t play the ‘B’ on beat 3 too
loudly: the melody-note (D) should be clearly audible above it. Check
carefully to see which notes have to be held down (you can play the
continuation dots as ‘proper’ notes for a while and then just remember to
hold them down instead for re-striking the notes as you did earlier).
Practise both hands separately.
Finally play the piece with pedal. This is not so simple, so see to it that
before starting to pedal the piece you can play the correct notes without
difficulty. Then re-read the text of lesson 57 and repeat the pedal exercises
paying close attention.
The pedal-symbols make it clear that the pedal is not to be used
everywhere e.g. not in the anacrusis at the beginning, since the melody
notes would merge, (changing the pedal on each melody note is too difficult
at this stage, since those anacrusis notes are too fast).
So, start using the pedal immediately after striking the notes on beat 1 in
bar 1. Although all the notes in this bar belong to the same chord (C-E-G)
we still change the pedal halfway through the bar so that the sound does
not become too thick.
The bass-melody also sounds better when pedalled in this way.
In bar 4 we do not use any pedal at all since the bass-notes change on each
beat (so that each time the pedal would also need to be changed). For the
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melody notes of the right hand fourth beat, the same thing applies as for
pedalling the anacrusis at the beginning.
You will see that many factors play a part in the correct use of the pedal,
most important of which are:






The melody must remain clear (so change pedal on each melody note
- particularly where the notes are next door to each other).
If there is a bass-melody the above also applies.
The phrases should not be connected (so bring the pedal up at the
same time as you raise your hands at the end of a phrase). You
should listen for this ‘breath’ or silence, between phrases. Remember
that there is no point in taking your hands off to make a good phraseending if your pedal is still down, keeping the sound on!
Chords which are totally different should not be mixed.

Notwithstanding the above many players often, mercilessly, keep their foot
down on the right pedal, being blissfully unaware of the cacophony it
produces!
Follow the pedal indications exactly and listen carefully to make sure that
everything sounds clear. The music must remain ‘transparent’ (with no
unwanted notes hanging on).
Always try to comprehend why a certain pedal change (or no pedal change)
has been prescribed. If you do this while practising, you will soon be able
to pedal according to your own judgement.

No. 3a - Preliminary exercise to no. 3
Practise this exercise in three ways, that is with three different fingerings.
Figures like this, consisting of slurred thirds (or other intervals) occur in
various different kinds of pieces.
First let’s use the fingering written above the notes: play slowly. On the
first note the forearm strikes down, then, through ‘bouncing off’ the second
note, the forearm is raised again ready to strike once more.
This bouncing movement moving from the elbow (the forearm hinges on
the elbow) must be small and neat, with more force on the downward
movement (first note).
High
Low
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Staccato notes can also be played with a movement from the wrist, (the
hand hinges on the wrist) but then the size of the movement tends to be
larger, and you run the danger of losing your place on the keyboard.
You may have more difficulty with the second fingering; that is 2-4 for the
left hand and 4-2 for the right hand. Note these alternative fingerings are
written outside the stave. In the third fingering suggested (3-5 for the left
hand and 5-3 for the right hand), you will need to put in some extra practice.
The weakness and clumsiness of the 4th and 5th fingers make strong, yet
supple movements more difficult.

No. 3 - Passage from a Sonatina by Ludwig van Beethoven
Since this is a pretty long piece you should, of course, practise it in sections.
If you played the whole piece straight through, you would have forgotten
which points required your special attention. The first day’s practice for
instance, should be bars 1-8. The next day practise bars 9-16 (revising bars
1-8) then for the next day add bars 25-34 (revising previous bars). Bars
17-24 are the same as the first eight, so they don’t need any special
attention.
The notes of this piece are not difficult, but you may have some difficulty
with the jumps. Practise these separately. For instance where, in bar 15,
the right hand thumb moves down from A to D, release the A and move
your whole hand to the left-playing the D very gently as it is the beginning
of a phrase starting on a weak beat. Remember whenever you need to shift
your hand that there is a tendency to land on the new position with a ‘bump’
- avoid this.
Remember also that where a shift of hands occurs at a phrase ending, both
hands should be raised simultaneously; in other words don’t ‘leave one
hand behind!’ as this will keep a note sounding and so spoil the silence
which a phrase-ending implies. So, at the end of bar 24 for instance, lift
both hands off together and practise this shift several times (looking at
your hands if you prefer). Think ahead to the next group of notes; you
should know what follows and ‘steer towards it’.
In bars 10, 12, 13 and 14 the right hand repeatedly plays a descending
passage.
If we go by the rule of ascending with a crescendo and descending with a
decrescendo, then these phrases should start louder than they end.
However, in these bars the downward phrase starts on a weak beat and so
the music will flow better if the phrase starts gently, and then gets louder
as it moves towards the first beat of the next bar.
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The accompaniment should also receive your close attention. In many of
the bars, there are rests after the notes on the first beat (bars 2, 4, 10 etc.)
It is very tempting to continue these notes, but you shouldn’t!
Where there are no rests in between the chords, you should try to play
legato (even in cases like bar 3, where you can only join one note of a chord
to one note of the following one.) In lesson 21 you can find exercises for
this. Just repeat them.
In broken chords, play the repeated notes very softly. The left-hand part
should not be too obtrusive since it is the melody which must be heard
most distinctly.
The piece can be played largely without the pedal, since, in ‘running’
passages of next-door notes it is incorrect to use the pedal. In places where
pedal is appropriate, pedal symbols have been used. The last 10 bars can
be played with the pedal. The left hand repeatedly plays chords here.
Although the last 3 bars have the same chord (G, B, D) we change the
pedal on each bar line and half-bar line, otherwise the sound would be too
‘thick’.

No. 4 - Bruckner: Vortragsstück (“Performance Piece” - for PIANO
DUET)
This piece was written by Bruckner in 1853 for two of his pupils.
Much beautiful music has been written for 4 hands, such as the Waltzes
and Hungarian Dances of Brahms, the Sonatas for 4 hands by Mozart, the
Slavonic Dances of Dvorak and so on. Arrangements of orchestral and
chamber music were also made for this medium. (See our catalogue for
other suitable pieces).
So, try to find a Klavar-partner whose standard is about that of your own.
To start with you had best choose pieces that are fairly easy, for playing
together and adjusting to each other’s playing requires quite an effort at
the beginning.
The music for the highest part (the ‘primo’ player) is written on the right
side. Primo means ‘first’ and this player usually has the leading melody
since the music is played on the higher part of the piano.
The secundo part is written on the left side and is played mainly on the
lower part of the instrument.
This player frequently plays the accompaniment but, of course, in a duet
(which is really a ‘dialogue’ between two players) the main interest will
sometimes be in the ‘primo’ part and at other times in the ‘secundo’ part.
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There are many 4-hand pieces of which the primo-part is considerable
easier than the secundo. These duets are often meant for a ‘teacher-pupil’
ensemble in which the teacher plays the more difficult secundo part and
the pupil plays the easier and more melodious primo part.
However, in this duet, both parts are equally difficult. It is slow (lento).
Before you start playing, count a whole bar in the required tempo, after
which you both start at exactly the same moment on the next first beat.
During the rest, it is advisable to keep counting softly, until you know the
piece thoroughly.
When playing together, it is important for both players to follow the
indications as to performance in such a way that a well-balanced whole is
produced. If, for example, in bar 11 the secundo player makes a crescendo
and the primo player does not, the primo part will be drowned.
In bar 13 the players must keep ‘in step’ with each other regarding the
rallentando. If you find this difficult try counting aloud together instead of
playing. Gradually slow your counting down. Practise this until you are
perfectly aware of each other’s timing. It is not only a question of reading
what is written, but also of responding to the music and each other’s
intentions. In this way you can learn a lot about each other, because you
have to find out each other’s ideas of a piece of music, and work out
together how it can best be performed.
It is also possible to play duets with someone who plays from the traditional
notation. You will play from Klavar notation whilst the other pianist plays
from the traditional notation. Make sure that both copies of music are
numbered with bar numbers so that you can quickly find any particular
place in the music.
In a piece for 4-hands the ‘secundo’ player operates the pedal, as his right
foot is nearer the right pedal, (also it is usually the ‘secundo’ player who
plays the harmonic basis of the piece). There is no objection, however, to
the primo-player working the pedal - in any event it may as well, to begin
with, be operated by the most experienced player.

ANTON BRUCKNER (1824-1896)
He was an Austrian composer and organist. He lived from 1824-1896 and
composed among other works, symphonies, choral works and Masses (a
Mass is part of the Roman Catholic public worship set to music).
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No. 1a - Scale of b melodic minor

No. 1b - Triad of b minor
This variation of the triad consists of an angular pattern, since the notes
are not played in succession, but in a zig-zag pattern. Keep the rhythm
even, using the correct fingers. It helps to keep your fingers slightly spread
apart, and to keep your fingers in position for the whole bar, i.e. don’t let
your hand contract until the new position for the following bar. Keep your
wrist, hand and arm relaxed especially when shifting at the beginning of
each bar.

No. 2 – Löschorn: Etude Opus 181 no. 4
In this etude the left hand needs to be practised thoroughly. Play very
slowly at first, raising the fingers as high as you can. Make all the notes
equally loud. When practising, you could play each group of four notes twice
in succession or, where you think necessary, three or four times in
succession. Play the notes for the left hand also
as a ‘hopping’ figure:

or reverse:

Remember that in both the above rhythms the accent occurs on the note
on the bar line or counting line.
The melody-notes should be played legato. In bars 5, 6 and 7, where the
right hand plays two parts, the highest notes form the melody (so keep the
thumb in bar 6 gentle). Notice the continuation dots. Lean on to the outside
edge of your right hand so that the long notes last long enough and so that
the lower fingers of the right hand sound softer.
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Although the left hand requires the greater part of your attention, you
should nevertheless try to make the melody dominate, since it is musically
the most important. Incidentally, you can exercise the left hand just as
efficiently playing quietly (as an accompaniment) provided you raise your
left-hand fingers as high as possible, and simply use less arm pressure.
Remember an exercise or ‘etude’ like this should sound just as graceful as
a piece.

No. 3 - Wagenseil: Minuet
This little minuet originates from the period of wigs and crinolines. It should
therefore be played elegantly with great attention to perfect staccato
playing (where both hands come up at precisely the same moment) and
careful contrast with the legato passages. The tempo need not be quick;
this dance acquires a certain grace if you perform the rhythmical figures in
the correct way: that is the: 3/4 + 1/4 beat and the triplet figures of bars
7 and 15. ‘
For a triplet figure ending on a main beat think of the ‘Victory sign’ dot dot
dot dash. Practise by repeating the triplet figures over and over again AGF
AGF etc. keeping the ripple of notes absolutely equal. You can also count 1
2 3 1 2 3 but when you play the passage as written say 1 2 3 4 (or ‘dot
dot dot dash!’). There should be no hiatus between the 3rd and 1st (or 4th)
counts.
At the beginning of bars 9 to 12 you will find a ‘Schleifer’: that is two notes
before the principal note.
In lesson 52 you have already played such grace notes but then, however,
the grace notes came before the beat (as an acciaccatura). This time, they
start on ‘the beat’. You can get these Schleifers rhythmically correct, by
playing the first note with an accent and playing it together with the first
accompanying note. In fact, play it exactly as written, remembering the
accent occurs as usual on the first beat even though the note is written in
small print.
The first note written in large print is really the melody note (which has
simply been delayed by this ornamental figure or ‘Schleifer’).

Tap the time gently with your foot. Don’t hurry, for a minuet is an elegant
dance where the dancers must not appear to be harassed!
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There is a good opportunity, in this minuet, to use an echo-effect. For
instance, when you repeat the first 8 bars, you could try a different level of
volume. In the second part, you could make bars 11 and 12 sound like an
echo of bars 9 and 10 since they are identical.
The keyboard music of this period is particularly suitable for this kind of
tone contrast (where one level of sound is followed by a different level of
sound without much crescendo or decrescendo) since such music was
mainly written for the clavichord or harpsichord. On these instruments,
contrast of volume was effected by playing first on one keyboard and then
moving the hands on to a lower or higher keyboard - or by using various
stops as in the organ.

No. 4 - Der rote Sarafan
In this song everything should be played legato, including the middle part.
For this reason, the notes of the middle part in bars 1, 5, 6 and 7 are
alternately played with the right and left hand. That way it is easier to play
a good legato. Pay attention to the fingering!
The melody notes should dominate all the others.
After you have practised the whole piece without the pedal, you can add
some pedal here and there. But remember that the melody must remain
clear. You will need to pay attention to the bass-melody and also the
middle-part in some place, to avoid blurring the sound (a fairly safe guide
is to raise the pedal on every bar line and half-bar line).
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